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TESTING BLACK BOXES FOR SURVIVABILITY OF AIR CRASHES
IS KEY STEP IN FINDING WAYS TO IMPROVE AIRLINE SAFETY
DAYTON, Ohio - The families and friends of the victims of TWA Flight 800 are still
asking the same question: What went wrong? Investigators are still looking for the answer.
It took nearly a year for them to piece together enough information from the flight's

"black boxes" to create a computer-generated simulation of the fatal crash- a technique that
usually yields the data necessary to come up with the probable cause of crashes.
Solving the question of what went wrong is the first step that leads to finding ways to
improve airline safety. That makes protecting the devices that provide clues essential.
Engineers in the University of Dayton Research Institute are working to make sure the
(

"black boxes," more officially known as flight recorders, survive airline crashes. In UDRI's
impact physics laboratory, mechanical engineer Kevin Poorman designs, conducts and monitors
impact shock tests on new or improved models of black boxes for manufacturers of flight
recorders.
Using a compressed gas gun that runs the length of the room, researchers shoot the black
boxes out of a 40-foot-long cannon at 355 miles per hour and into a calibrated aluminum
pillow, a test designed to simulate the impact of an actual crash. Gauges behind the pillow
measure and record the force of the impact to make sure the memory units in the boxes can
survive an acceleration force 3,400 times the pull of gravity for a minimum duration of 3
milliseconds.
As the boxes get launched and move through the aluminum pillow, Poorman documents
the tests with photographs, using a high-speed camera to view the ,impact. The camera, which
exposes 6,000 frames per second, uses film with timing marks that enable Poorman to measure
the velocity and deceleration.
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After recording the data from the launches, Poormon compiles his reports and sends
them, along with the fP,ght recorders, back to his customers.
All large commercial and some smaller corporate and private aircraft are required by the
Federal Aviation Administration to be equipped with two flight recorders. The black boxes,
which are actually orange and affixed with reflective tape to make them as conspicuous as
possible, resemble wide shoe boxes and contain a crash survivable memory unit about the size
of a softball. The memory unit, which holds data about the flight, is engineered to protect the
recorded data from possible impact shock, penetration, crushing, fire and deep sea submersion
resulting from a crash.
''What we do may not prevent crashes, but in the long run it helps investigators piece
together the kind of information they need to recreate computer-generated reenactment of the
events immediately prior to crashes," Poormon says.
It is the reenactment that generally provides clues to what went wrong. And when the

clues produce answers, they lead to improvements in air safety that can save many thousands
of lives, says Poormon.
-30For media interviews, contact Kevin Poormon at {937) 229-2263.
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